Engineering

Connecting automotive standards
Pressure of time and cost and faster development processes require flexible
automotive measurement systems. They must be able to be adjusted to
different measurement applications in a short period of time.

T

he Ipetronik system bus X-Link provides a measurement system, which connects automobile standards
such as Ethernet, CAN, IEEE 1588, or XCP. With this combination of technologies, a decentralized and automotive
measurement system is available for the user. The system
grows continuously with new technologies available on the
market, without neglecting already existing measurement
modules.
The X-Link technology stands for the synchronous
connection of Ethernet measurement technology with CAN
network measurement technology via only one bus to the
Ethernet interface of the PC. Ipetronik’s scalable hardware
solution covers all areas of decentralized measurement
technology in combination with Ipemotion as a complete
solution software. It also covers the connection to existing
engine application systems, for example Inca or A2L. For
parameterization of the system, configuration via Ipemotion
is supported, as well as via add-ons (currently Ipeaddon
Inca 5 for Etas Inca). The user is able to analyze measurement data of different applications either with Ipemotion or
with the analysis packages and software tools Vector CANape, NI Labview, AVL, ATI Vision, and Etas Inca. Besides
the CAN network measurement technology for physical values such as pressure, temperature, voltage, and flow rate
(up to 1 kHz), there is also an increased need for additional
faster measurement channels up to 40 kHz/channel: for example, to optimize injection behavior or to perform parallel
to standard signals, or vibration, oscillation, and acoustic
measurements – always with the objective of reducing further test phases.
The time synchronization of all signals, as well as a
familiar software interface, avoids additional offline editing
of signals and time-consuming setup and adjustment phases. Thus, the user’s proved and familiar workflow remains,
so that fast and flexible work is possible. Existing bus systems have limitations, for example limited channel sampling
rates, fewer configuration opportunities for individual devices or limited signal bandwidth since the system is always
running at the highest signal sampling rate. Customers
would often like to use existing approved measurement devices together with new Ethernet devices in the same new
system. With the X-Link technology, a measurement system is available for users, which connects standards and
thus ensures a symbiosis of two bus systems and therefore
an optimal workflow.
With this link of standards, a hardware platform is
provided which is able to currently run at a sampling rate
up to 40 kHz due to the used software application. At the
same time, the already existing Ipetronik CAN network
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Figure 1: Application example of X-Link technology with
Ipemotion (Photo: Ipetronik)
measurement technology can be used in the system time
synchronously.

Flexibility as a basic condition
For usage in already existing systems or as a basis for
new systems, at least some of the following requirements
should be ensured:
Software Ipemotion: One software for the entire measurement chain – starting with the configuration of the
systems (plugins), the acquisition of measuring data and
monitoring, to a comfortable analysis; or starting with data
export to external applications, Ipemotion is also suitable
for application specific usages, such as climate data analysis with log p/H. diagrams or component and durability
analysis.
Software Inca – Ipeaddon Inca 5.0: Existing and
proved software tools, which partly include extensive analysis routines and processes, are continuously supported.
The user can continue to focus on common and proved
tools, which allow the time synchronous operation and adjustment of control units. Furthermore, the time synchronous access via Etas ES593 on ETK as well as direct
tunneling are possible. Besides, due to the tunneling of
CAN modules, an ES593 CAN interface remains available
for the data acquisition from a CAN network.
Control unit application software: Due to the support of
the standard XCP-on-Ethernet protocol, the X-Link system
provides the opportunity to measure data directly by using
a standard A2L file. With this application, the same workflow as well as the same tools which are used for programming control units can be used. The measurement system
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Figure 2: Configuration with Ipemotion (Photo: Ipetronik)

Figure 3: Configuration with Inca (Photo: Ipetronik)

behaves like any other control unit on familiar software platforms with the option of A2L measurement.
Investment security: There is a high investment security. This is not only due to the CAN network basis of the
measurement system, or the easy connection to new hardware as well as usage of the X Plugin, add-ons, or their usage via A2L. The system is also continuously maintained
and developed by the supplier.
Standards are the basis for X-Link – not a proprietary
system, but the intelligent connection of longtime proved
standards in the automotive industry, on which the X-Link
system solution consequently has been set up.
CAN: The serial network has not only asserted itself
because of its high interference resistance, low costs, and
real-time capability. All components are connected to the
bus system via short stub cables on a mutual data cable,
whereby harness and wiring efforts are reduced. The serial bus system, which has been established as a standard
in the automotive sector for decades and thus is available
in many places, does not need any special drivers. While
a standardized description via CANdb is possible, a direct
connection of CAN network modules to all familiar measurement software packages or to a test bench is possible, too.
Ethernet: The vendor-independent network technology enjoys a high acceptance on the market and is also
used in the automotive sector. Ethernet has approximately
a 50-times higher performance than CAN. Additionally, protocols such as TCP/IP, FTP, HTTP, DHCP, WLAN, as well
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Software connection
Due to the multi-platform driver developed by Ipetronik,
for the configuration and analysis of measuring data the
Ipeaddon Inca 5 is available besides Ipemotion and the
X Plugin. Through the universal concept of the driver, more
third party software applications are possible, which can
be equipped with the same functionality and performance.
With the multi-platform driver, the limits of standard XCP
protocols (max. 10 kHz/channel) can be avoided (see
Table 1).

Figure 5: Application example of X-Link technology with
control unit ES593 (Photo: Ipetronik)
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Table 2: Overview of CAN and X modules
X-Bus
Modules

M-RTD

M-SENS

M-CNT

MultiDAQ

High Voltage Iso DAQ

M-Thermo2 HV

SIM-STG

CANpressure

Sx-STG

Mx-SENS

CAN Modules

µ-THERMO

as an Internet connection are available for the technology
by default, so that a fast data exchange between locally
connected devices is possible. For Ethernet, no additional
hardware for the PC or notebook is necessary. Daisy chaining is possible without limits as well.
IEEE 1588: Using the precision time protocol (PTP) defined in IEEE 1588, it is possible to synchronize distributed
system clocks to a precision of approximately 1 µs via the
decentralized system. This is enormously important, especially in decentralized distributed systems. The multi-platform driver (PTP driver) developed by Ipetronik provides a
universal basis for different software platforms.
XCP: Since its standardization through Asam in 2003,
the XCP protocol has been widely distributed during the last
ten years for the communication of control units in the automotive industry. As a universal measurement and calibration protocol, it is completely separated from the physical
transport layer. Therefore, it is possible to use CAN, Ethernet, or Flexray buses as a transport layer according to required data rates. The XCP protocol provides opportunities
for the control of unit applications (measuring, adjusting,
flashing). By using the protocol in measurement systems,
the system behaves like a control unit: The measuring data
is collected as standardized data packages with A2L files
via DAQ lists (data acquisition lists), which are automatically created in the Ipemotion software according to the
measurement system configuration. A simple and universal
connection to all packages of the control unit and application software is therefore ensured.

Sampling
rate/channel
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Figure 4: Configuration with Vector CANape (A2L files)
(Photo: Ipetronik)

Table 1: Current possible sampling rates per channel in
different software applications
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In future: X = X devices in CAN mode

Application with ES593 interface module
The widely used ES593 interface module from Etas,
which is usually used for control unit applications, serves
the standard ETK interface of the control unit. Parallel
to that, different physically measured values are acquired time synchronously. Inca is used as an application
software. With the assistance of Ipeaddon Inca 5, such
a system can be realized fast and efficiently. The entire Ipetronik measuring chain can be configured in Inca
and appears in the work area of Inca as additional measurement systems. Due to the CAN tunneling of CAN
modules via Ethernet, another CAN input on ES593
for vehicle CAN data is available to the user. Thanks to
the system concept, high voltage modules by Ipetronik are able to cover characteristics of hybrid and e-drive
technology.
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Figure 6: Mx-SENS2
with eight analog
measurement inputs
(Photo: Ipetronik)
The system offers a combination of possibilities, which
no other system on the market provides. These are, amongst
others:
◆◆ A fully suitable automotive system solution,
◆◆ A consistent toolchain for X and CAN measurement technology from configuration to analysis or reporting,
◆◆ Integration of modules in existing software applications
(Inca working area, Diadem circuit diagrams, etc.),
◆◆ Different migration paths according to applications:
the X module can be used to expand an existing CAN
system or to cover higher sampling rates in future,
without buying another system,
◆◆ CAN monitoring: X devices dispose of the need for monitoring, for example for test bench applications. Additional
setup times become unnecessary because measuring
data can be visualized parallel with a
standard CAN interface on the test bench,
◆◆ The software connection via the Ipetronik multi-platform
driver or via standard description files A2L and CANdb is
also flexible.
Currently, the Mx-Sens2 as well as Sx-STG with
sampling rates of up to 40 kHz/channel are available in
the Ipetronik X device family. Due to the future-oriented
concept, next development steps will make considerably

higher sampling rates possible. The
self-developed multi-platform driver provides the software driver
basis to use high sampling rates
in all software packages (for which
a driver is available). Thanks to
the standardized Ethernet interface, the system is usable with a
PC, notebook, or test bench and Figure 7: Measurein future also with Ipetronik log- ment module Sx-STG
ger platforms. The combination with sampling rates of
of a proved and existing mea- up to 40 kHz/channel
suring technology with the new- (Photo: Ipetronik)
est technologies is future oriented
and a directional development for user requirements.
Users can decide to buy new measurement technology or integrate it in the existing system: either way,
the X-Link technology creates a basis for flexible and efficient
measurement.
t
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